
ABSTRACT 

RESOLVING ΑΜΒΙGUΙτιΕS IN SYSTRAN 

Katerina Antonopoulou 

When translators ask a terminologist for the meaning of a term, they will usually proνide the subject matter 

and conteχt of the word requiring translation. Α term might haνe different translations in different domains, or 

even several translations within the same domain, depending on context, so this information is essential to 

the terminologist in order to decide what the most appropriate translation would be. 

Howeνer, when compiling a dictionary to ~e used by a machine transtation system, we are faced with a 

problem. We know neither the exact domain of the text nor the particular context of the term in adνance. 

Thus it is not always easy to decide which meaning to include in the system's dictionaries. 

Solutions include the coding of eχpressions specifying the eχact conteχt of the term and the creation of 

specialised dictionaries which the user would be required to request when sending his teχt for translation. 

Howeνer, such remedies can cause additional problems when, for eχample, the teχt coνers more than one 

subject matter. Ιn this paper, we will examine how one particular system, the one used by the European 

Commission, deals with the problem of multiple translations. 

Ο INTRODUCτiON 

When translators ask a terminologist for the meaning of a term, they will usually proνide 

the subject matter and context of the word requiring translation. Α term might haνe different 

translations in different domains, or eνen several translations within the same domain, 

depending on context, so this information is essential to the terminologist in order to decide 

which would be the most appropriate translation. The fact that the translation of a word 

may change with context is one af the most frustrating problems for translators working on 

machine translation. 

While a human has at his/her disposal the subject fιeld and context of the term, when 

compiling a dictionary to be used by a machine translation system, the coders are faced 

with a problem. They know neither the exact domain of the text nor the particular context of 

the term in advance. Thus, since they can neither faresee in what context a word will 

appear nor to code all possibilities, it is not always easy to decide which meaning to 

include in the system dictionaries. Hence the problem is attacked on several fronts - one 
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can use the mast generally accepted ar the most frequent meaning as the default, and try 

to find other solutions for the eχceptions. 

Ι η this paper we are going to focus ση the way one particular system solves the multiple 

translatian prablem. The system we will concentrate ση is Systran, the ΜΤ system used by 

the European Cammissian. The Systran ΜΤ system was develaped by Peter Tama in the 

late 1950s and the European Commission acquired certain rights far it in 1976. Since then 

the CEC has added many Ιanguage pair cambinations, the tatal now being 17 pairs, which 

provide translation fram English inta French, ltalian, German, Dutch, Spanish, Portuguese 

and Greek; from French inta English, German, Dutch, Ιtalian and Spanish; fram German 

inta English and French; from Spanish into English and French; and from Greek inta 

French. The development af English-Greek began in 1988 and that af Greek-French (which 

is still at a develapmental stage) in 1993. Bath pairs are ca-funded by the Commission and 

the Greek gavernment. 

1 DESCRΙPτιON OF ΤΗΕ SYSTEM 

Before gaing into detail about how the Cammission's ΜΤ system resalves the problem af 

multiple translatians, we would like ta pravide some infarmatian about the structure af its 

dictionaries and the translation process fallowed. 

The system has twa main types af dictianaries: 

ο Stem dictianary: This essentially cantains entries caded independently af their linguistic 

conteχt. Stem dictianaries were initially bilingual but when the number af language pairs 

increased, a mana-saurce/multi-target appraach was preferred. The Stem dictionary of 

each source language contains basic syntactic informatίon on a word, information 

required for hamograph resolution, syntactic and semantic codes and, finally, its 

translatian in all target languages af the system. Syntactic codes are used to specify 

the part οΙ speech a ward belongs ta and help in the correct analysis af the saurce teχt. 

Semantic codes can be applied ση any part of speech but are mostly used ση nauns. 

They give a rough categorisation af the word or expression and are alsa mastly used 

during analysis. The ones most widely used are HUMANS and GROUPS. Other 

examples af semantic cades are cιτΙΕS, MONTHS, ANIMAL, PROPTY (property), 

COLOUR, etc. 

ο ΙDLS (idiam/limited semantics) dictionary: This cantains expressions which determine 

the translation af a single ward ar aπ eχpression accarding ta the canteχt it appears in. 

There are five types of entries which can appear in the IDLS dictionary. The most 
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frequent anes are idiom rep/aces, SLS (Sfraighf Umifed Semanfics) and CLS 

(Condflional Umifed Semanfics). ldiom replaces are usually prepasitianal, canjunctiνe ar 

adνerbial phrases such as wifh respecf to, in order fhaf and in fhe /ong run. Once an 

expressian is coded as an idiam replace, it is treated as ane word which has the 

adνantage that the string is neνer misanalysed as haνing some ather syntactic function 

and its meaning in the target language is easier ta find. The SLS feature assists the 

cading af noun phrases (often technical terms) and facilitates the resolutian of 

homographs by allowing deνelapers ta attach a different translation to same words 

when they appear in a certain string. For example, an SLS rule wou/d allow us to 

trans/ate the expression power station as centra/e. CLS rules are anather νery pawerful 

feature far coνering exceptians to the default meaning proνided in the Stem dictianary. 

Their flexibility allows the deνeloper to specify in eχactly what canteχt the rule should 

apply, to examine the rest af the sentence for certain canditians and so an. 

2 TRANSLAτJON PROCESS 

ln arder to explain a bit more about haw the dictionaries are used we will νery briefly 

describe the translatian process the system goes thraugh, cancentrating mainly on when 

the dictianaries are accessed and when rules are applied. lt should be barne in mind that 

the source teχt is translated sentence-by-sentence and that the translation pracedure has 

three main stages: analysis, transfer and synthesis. 

ln a nutshell, when a teχt is receiνed by the system, it is first passed thraugh a set af pre

processing rautines which serve to identify sentence boundaries and separate the text from 

any farmatting informatian, thus turning it into a suitable format. The system then praceeds 

to access the Stem dictionary, campare eνery word in the teχt with the entries existing in 

the Stem dictionary and retrieνe as much informatian as possible abaut the saurce

language terms. This process is called main dicfionary /ook-up. The infarmation acquired 

will be subsequently used in arder ta establish relatians between wards at the analysis 

stage. 

Neχt, the analysis stage starts. During analysis the system is aboνe all cancerned with 

obtaining enough data about the source language and does nat yet actually translate into 

the target language. The first step af the analysis phase is an attempt ta resolve any 

homagraph prablems. Severa/ routines are aνailable for this purpose. 

During the neχt stage af analysis, the system tries to establish the main syntactic 

relatianships between words. Το da this the system uses any informatian acquired by the 
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main dictionary look-up and passes each sentence through many programs and sub

routines, each dealing with a par1icular relationship (subject-predicate, co-ordinated lexical 

items, deep structure relationships and sa on). Several passes are required for this phase. 

The expression dictianary is accessed several times throughout the analysis, the system 

laaking far matches between terms in the source text and its own entries. 

ln cantrast with the analysis stage, the transfer stage is bilingual and therefore different for 

every language pair. On a leχical level, the uniterms and expressions identified previously 

are now translated, but not in their final form. Saurce-language prepositions are also 

translated according to the cantext they appear in. Finally, structural transfer is achieved by 

means of small programs called /exica/ routines. These refer either to par1icular source

language words ar to particular structures. 

The final stage of the translation process is synthesis. By now all source language wards 

have received their equivalent in the target language. Synthesis deals with morphological 

inflection, the inser1ion of ar1icles, prepositions, par1icles and auxiliary verbs and the 

rearrangement of words in an order permissible by the syntax of the target language. 

These goals are achieved by synthesis programs. 

After the text has been translated, it is returned to the original page format by post

processing routines. 

3 WAYS OF CODING MULτiPLE TRANSLAτiONS IN SYSTRAN 

When coding dictionary entries in the Commission's ΜΤ system, the basic rule is that the 

most general meaning should be coded as the default, while the exceptions should be 

handled by some special mechanism. By "most general" we mean the one that occurs 

most frequently in the texts which are usually translated, and which is applicable in as 

many contexts as possible. The most general meaning is found by checking frequency 

listings of words in texts which have already been translated by human translators. The 

method mast frequently used is called KWIC (KeyWord ln Conteχt) and it allows the coder 

to search a huge database containing texts which have been translated in the past for the 

wordlexpressian in question. Α list of the phrases in which the wordlexpression has 

appeared is returned and then the cader can decide which meaning to cade as the the 

default and which meanings to cade as eχceptians. The list af phrases alsa gives the coder 

an idea of the kind of contexts in which exceptians usually accur. 
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3.1 TOPICAL GLOSSARIES 

One way of handling exceptions to the default meaning is through the use of Topical 

Glossaries (TGs). TGs are glossaries dealing with specific fields or subject matters (e.g. 

energy, finance, agriculture). They can be considered as sub-sectians of the Stem and 

IDLS dictionaries and allow the developers to code, not only the most general meaning of a 

word ar expression, but also a more specialised translation (which is stored in the releνant 

TG). lt is then up to the user to judge which, if any, of the specialised glossaries suits his 

document best and to request that it be used when sending his/her text for translation. 

Users in the Commission are currently allowed to request up to three TGs 

Απ example of the usage of TGs can be seen if we consider the French word coeur. This 

would be coded as heart in the English default dictionary. However, it is reasonable to 

assume that if a document aπ nuclear energy is being translated, coeur should be 

translated as core instead of heart. What the coder can do is to put this more specialised 

translatian in the "energy" glossary. This way a user sending a document aπ nuclear 

energy for translation wauld improve the translation and minimise the time spent aπ post

editing or correction by asking for the "energy" glossary to be used. 

The main advantage of using TGs in order to distinguish between different translations of a 

word is that it is very effective when we are dealing with very specific subject fields. They 

are also remarkably easy to code. ΑΙΙ coders need to do is find the different translations a 

word has in different domains and code each meaning in the relevant TG. 

However, this method also has quite a few disadvantages. One lies in the fact that the 

users have to decide whether or not to request a TG when sending off their translation, and 

if so which one(s). This is not always straightforward since a text might contain several 

subject fields. Users are advised to experiment with various combinations of TGs until they 

get a satisfactory result. 

Α more serious disadvantage of TGs is the fact that once you specify a Topical Glossary to 

be used and a word is found in your text which has a meaning in that Topical Glossary this 

meaning will a/ways be used in the text being translated. For instance, if the default 

translation of the French poste in the STEM dictionary is post and in the lnformatics TG it 

is station (e.g. poste de travail --> work station) then, once the lnformatics TG is chosen, 

poste will be translated as station throughout the whole text. This may or may not be 

desirable. Coding something in a TG means that the flexibility of having it translated 

differently within a text is lost. By means of a special code, the Commission's ΜΤ system 
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pravides users with the appartunity af changing the Topical Glossaries used within a teχt 

whenever the subject field changes. However, these changes obviously have to be 

specified in the teχt itself and cannot be indicated through the user interface, thus making 

the request procedure more time-consuming. 

Similar to TGs are User Codes. Α user can proνide his own preferred translations to terms 

in a personal dictionary which, when requested, will take precedence over TGs. 

3.2 IDLS dictionary 

Another methad of entering alternative translations which avoids this prablem, but is alsa 

not very flexible, is to code expression strings (SLSs) with their translations in the IDLS 

dictionary. Το use one of the abave examples, the programmer could code poste de travail 

as ane string. lt wauld then always be translated as wark station in English without 

affecting the translatian of poste on its awn. ln this case the conteχt decides an the 

translatian and thus a TG does nat need to be specified. 

One patential disadvantage af this solutian is that samething which forms part of an 

expressian might at same later point in the teχt be referred ta on its own. Another problem 

is the fact that the words in SLS rules have to fallaw in their specified order if the 

eχpression is to be picked up. So for instance, let us examine the French expression 

Honorab/e Parlementaire. With an SLS rule this could be picked out and translated in 

English as Honorable Member. But if in our teχt we have Honorab/e et Nob/e Parlementaire 

the SLS rule will not match this phrase since the twa wards are nat adjacent. 

3.3 CLS rules 

As we have already seen, thraugh the use af CLS rules, the system pravides ane more way 

far defining translatians of wards ar expressians which are different from the default 

meaning in the Stem dictianary. CLS rules allaw the coder to describe the exact conteχt a 

word/eχpression shauld appear in. This conteχt can be either syntactic or semantic and the 

rules may be as simple ar as camplex as required. Thus, if the default meaning ar work is 

fonctionner, a CLS rule could be used to obtain the translation travailler when the subject af 

work is human. Or, to use the eχample given aboνe, a rule stating that "11 Honorab/e 

qualifies Parlementaire (eνen if it daes not immediately precede it) then translate 

Parlementaire as Member. Some of the more ambiguous terms may be covered by dozens 

or even hundreds af CLS entries. 
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We can see from the abave examples that one or more conditians can be used and that 

the caπditiaπs required are specified ίπ terms af syπtactic (e.g. "if χ qualifies y") aπd 

semaπtic (e.g. "if the subject is HUMAN") relatiaπships betweeπ wards ίπ the seπteπce. 

Hawever, you can also scan the sentence far certain wards ar look for certain types of 

wards (e.g. "if χ precedes y"). 

Furthermare, CLS rules pravide the cader with aπ additiaπal facility which makes them 

eveπ mare flexible. Οπe af the disadvaπtages af cadiπg aπ eχceptiaπ ta the default 

traπslatiaπ as aπ SLS rule was the fact that a ward which farms part af aπ eχpressiaπ 

might be eπcauπtered aπ its awπ later ίπ the text. The same thiπg caπ happeπ wheπ the 

translation of a word is specified as a CLS rule. ln both cases a special meaning code 

called ΚΕΕΡΜΝ (keep meaπiπg) caπ help. The fuπctiaπ af special meaπiπg cades is ta 

pravide additiaπal iπfarmatian required far the relatiaπships betweeπ wards ίπ the target 

laπguage. ln particular, ΚΕΕΡΜΝ eπsures that the meaπiπg selected will caπtiπue ta be 

used as the traπslatiaπ af a giveπ term thraughaut the text ar until such time as a 

caπtradictary rule is pravided. Sa, ta returπ ta the previaus example, if ta the rule honorable 

parlementaire --> honorable member a ΚΡΕΕΜΝ special cade is added, aπd later we get 

parlementaire οπ its οwπ, the traπslatiaπ will still be member as opposed ta ΜΡ. 

Finally, in a few cases, disambiguation is done through the use of lexical routines. As we 

have already seen, lexical routines are executed at transfer stage and are written for words 

or groups of words requiring special treatment which cannot be easily catered for by 

coding. One example is the French word dont. Α lexical routine chooses between the 

translations which, whose, and among which and in some cases rearranges the words to 

suit the English word order. Similarly, a leχical routine for ensemble uses the semantic 

caπtext ta decide whether the traπslatioπ shauld be a number of (in the case af un 

ensemble de + plural πauπ), throughout (in the case of dans l'ensemble de GEOLOC, 

where GEOLOC is a semaπtic cade iπdicatiπg a geagraphical locatian) aπd sa aπ. 

Fiπally, samethiπg we have πat meπtiaπed yet is the fact that a cambiπatiaπ af the abave 

methods is of course allowed and indeed in some cases necessary. For instance, aπ SLS 

eπtry ar a CLS rule might have as aπe af its caπditiaπs that a particular TG is required. 
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